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Beauty treatment for kids: An exquisite experience filled with Mauritian scents
The idea is to introduce children between the ages of 6 and 15 to the world of wellness but in a
very playful and tasty way. Beachcomber Group had the amazing idea and invites the children
to Ile aux Enfants or the Children’s Island, which is present in all its resorts. The children are initiated
to the Art of an Amazing World which provides beauty treatment specifically intended for their
age. They will discover the meaning of serenity and will learn to take care of themselves while
being aware of their body.
Chocolate, vanilla, caramel, almond, candy: the smell of the products used for the treatments
already draws the children into a world that they love. The natural products that are used in these
treatments are also used in beauty treatment for adults. We are talking about a myriad of lipsmacking fragrances like chocolate but also sweet ones like the pink bubble, which reminds us of
cotton candy.
The legacy that Mauritius earned from nature, is at the heart of the products that are used in the
spas of Beachcomber. Sugar, coconut and honey are among the wonderful tropical ingredients
that are used. They are mixed with ingredients that are universally known for their benefits such as
vegetable oil, shea butter and bee wax so as to enhance the exquisite experience that these
Mauritian scents promise. In addition to their natural nourishing and soothing properties, these
products are pure bliss for the skin that feels rejuvenated, and also, for the body and the soul.
An alternative way to relax
The beauty therapist will design the treatment according to the needs and reactions of the child.
The treatments are specifically designed for their young age and body type. They meet the
specific characteristics and intimacy of the child. The rhythms are well respected and the duration
of the massage shortened. The pressure exerted is also adapted to the child’s age.
The massages focus on the back, the lower legs, the arms, the hands and the face. They allow the
children to experience first-hand the benefits of touch through adequate body movements that
promote serenity, release any tension and support growth.
The facial beauty treatments are just as good as those reserved for adults. They consist of a
cleansing, gentle scrub, hydration and massage – the essential steps towards a healthy skin. The
hands and feet treatment for both boys and girls, are ideal for relaxation and include a massage.
They are topped up with a manicure for the girls with nail polish from the BIO SCULPTURE ET EVO
PRO brand, a vegan-make that guarantees breathability and healthy nails.
Children’s Island opens a door on a whole new world, that of wellness and rejuvenation. It is about
offering the children an alternative way to relax. This discovery can also be the ideal platform for
mother and daughter to get together. Parents must accompany their young children for the
registration process. They can also witness the different treatments or even better, experience the
feeling with their child.
For a fulfilled experience, the pools, basins, relaxation gardens and “Tisanerie des Délices” bar is
accessible to the children at specific times.
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Loyal to our commitment, we nurture the art of beauty in all its dimensions: the beauty of a place
inspires the beauty of the heart. The artisans of Beachcomber are fully aware of these standards.
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About Beachcomber
Beachcomber Resorts & Hotels is the pioneer and leader of the Mauritian tourism industry. Since the creation of
Park Hotel in 1952, a collection of 9 resorts have emerged over the years, including the mythical Royal Palm
Beachcomber Luxury Mauritius in 1985, considered by everyone as the reference in hospitality for luxury holidays
in Mauritius.
The Group recently expanded its collection, with the integration of the Beachcomber French Riviera, situated on
the Côte d’Azur, in France.
The collection of 9 resorts affords a choice of accommodation options ranging from rooms and apartments to
suites and villas. Each hotel is imbued with a particular history and cachet, embodying an image of discrete
luxury.
Social responsibility – Fondation Espoir Développement (FED), by Beachcomber
Set up and financed by Beachcomber since 1999, with the participation of hotels and employees, this foundation
takes care of these main projects:




Projet Employabilité Jeunes (PEJ): professional insertion of school drop-outs through a training programme
and industrial attachments.
Collaboration with NGOs, schools and associations
Regional projects – youth mentoring: the “Amour et Espoir” NGO; IT initiation; youth monitoring via the
“Duke of Edinburgh International Award” programme, participation of regional sports clubs in the
organisation of the Beachcomber UTRB Trail 2015

Social responsibility – Local Hands
Programme launched in 2006 to support small local artisans by providing them with training and guidance as they
embark upon the process of creation, production, marketing and sales.
Sustainable development – our environmental actions – EarthCheck label
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Sustainable development and environmental protection constitute real considerations within the Group, which
has set up, amongst other initiatives, practices that ensure energy savings and favour renewable
energy sources. These initiatives in favour of sustainable development have been recognised and rewarded, with
two of our hotels recently obtaining the EarthCheck Benchmarked Silver accreditation for their ongoing
commitment to environmentally responsible practices.
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